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Mongoose dynamic subdocument with a dynamic index
This seems like an odd question and I'm sure it's been
answered elsewhere but I'm honestly just trying to find a
way to do this so maybe I'm just missing something
obvious. We have a Mongoose model that's two collections
deep. It looks like this: books isbn name title authors name
With each subdocument having an index (which is just the
isbn of the parent document). We're trying to implement
something like a library, where the author can be that of
multiple books. Ideally if I query for author "somersfield" I
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would get authors.name equal to "somersfield". I'd prefer
that their be no overhead in the schema by way of setting
the index in the subdocument since the index is for
purpose of lookup, and their is no database uniqueness
constraint that I know of. I can get the desired results
when I manually create the authors model, but because the
index is set by default I have to manually create the auth
models for every subdoc I want to make. I have to
explicitly set the index if I want it to work automatically.
This is more or less the opposite of what I'd prefer, which
is being able to define indexes on subdocuments and save
them without having to explicitly set them. One other thing
I'm aware of is that Mongoose actually will call the.index()
method on a model for any documents that contain the
name property. If I was generating my index
programatically I'm sure I'd be ok with that. Does anyone
know if I can either get Mongoose to generate this index
when creating subdocs automatically or if I can set an
index property on subdocs that'll be automatically
generated? I don't see anything in the docs about how to
do either (or if neither is possible, how else I could achieve
what
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